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Update 120: Shanghai, China - COVID-19 Restrictions to Ease Despite Rise
in Cases
5/14/2022, 8:17:37 AM
On May 13, 2022, Shanghai officials had announced on possible ease of lockdown restrictions post elimination of COVID-19
transmission among the general population
As part of the ‘Zero-Covid’ policy by the ruling party in China, the strict lockdown in the city had been lifted and reinforced during
difficult times
The goal in Shanghai is to eliminate the possibility of any new cases which would bring in a more orderly opening, limited
population flow, and differentiated management
There are no certain dates provided for the lockdown ease, but the city intends to gradually restore its industrial production,
education, and medical services
On May 13, 2022, Shanghai had reported 2,096 new COVID-19 cases
Reported COVID-19 stats for China:
Confirmed Cases: 221,565
Deaths: 5,206 (2.35%)
Recoveries: 210,006 (94.78%)
Vaccine Doses Administered: 3,357,120,000
Fully Vaccinated Population: 1,251,042,000 (89.2%)
Supply Wisdom is continuously monitoring the situation and will alert you to any relevant developments

Alert Graph(s) are displayed on the following pages

Sources
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/shanghai-to-try-to-ease-7-week-virus-lockdown-in-a-few-days-1.5901435
https://www.outlookindia.com/international/china-to-ease-stringent-covid-19-lockdown-in-shanghai-news-196538
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/china/
https://news.google.com/covid19/map?hl=en-IN&gl=IN&ceid=IN%3Aen&state=6&mid=%2Fm%2F0fbp0
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TARGET(S) AFFECTED
China - Shanghai

RISK DOMAIN(S)
ESG

EVENT TYPE(S)
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Incident(s)

GUIDANCE
Actions to Consider
Shanghai is a global center for finance and innovation,
and a national center for commerce , trade, and
transportation.
China, officially the People's Republic of China is the
country with major population, economy, manufacturer
and exporter. It is also known for its architectural wonders.
Be prepared for possible disruptions to businesses in the
region due to the reported incident
Consider implementing suggested government and
company-approved actions related to the current COVID19 situation. The latest updated information is available at
(http://www.chinacdc.cn/en/)
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Related Alerts Impact Level Trend
This graph represents the impact level trend of Related Alerts published over the period of time from the first alert published to the most recent alert.
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Alerts by Event Type - Coronavirus (COVID-19) Incident(s)
This graph represents the number of Coronavirus (COVID-19) Incident(s) alerts for China - Shanghai - as compared to the overall monitoring portfolio over the period of time from the first alert
published to the most recent alert.
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Impact Level Definitions
Impact
Level

Definition

Critical

Anticipated disruption intensity is critical, and occurrence is imminent - Supply Wisdom recommends considering immediate review and action.

High

Anticipated disruption intensity is high and/or disruption is likely to occur within 3 months - Supply Wisdom recommends being in a heightened state of readiness to
take quick action and confirm response plans/protocols.

Moderate

Anticipated disruption intensity is moderate and/or likely to occur within 3 to 6 months - Supply Wisdom recommends reviewing current mitigation steps and being
prepared to take proactive action if and when situation deteriorates further.

Low

Anticipated disruption intensity is low and/or may occur after 6 months - Supply Wisdom recommends taking proactive action if situation does not resolve in approved
timeframe.

Informational

The event is pertinent information but does not have a current risk element associated with it.
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